. The depletion region associated with this gate defines a conducting channel through th6 DBslilith a diametei which is-less than d. By making thg gaternore positively or negatively biased the conducting channel can be increased, or decreased respectively. The staning material consisds of an asymmetric Aifu.ZgGa1.72AslGaAs DBS with barriers of thickness 92A and 78A (closest to the substrate). This asymmetry should promote the observation of single electron tunneling through the quantum dot in reverse bias 1"tiin" coledtor barrier), and-of single electron charging in forward bias ("thi-ck" collector barrier). Addiiionally, the bariers are me{ulgtion doped to ensure that electrons populate the quantum well at zero bias, i.e. ihe threshold bias of the lowest "normal" resonance is zero, and thus the 6lectrochemical potential of the electrons in the well.is nqrlV equal to that of the emitter and collector contacts close to ziro bias. For SET opitaiion, ttt" number of electrons can then be yatigd by applyilg a gate bias. Lastly, the contacts are propeily graded to maximize the "squeezing" effect in the vicinity of ttre UnS. The draih current-drain voitafie (I6IVfl, and the drain current--gate_voltage (I6-Vg) characteristics are measured respectively as a funciion of V!, and V4 at 300mK and 1.6K.
. The depletion region associated with this gate defines a conducting channel through th6 DBslilith a diametei which is-less than d. By making thg gaternore positively or negatively biased the conducting channel can be increased, or decreased respectively. The staning material consisds of an asymmetric Aifu.ZgGa1.72AslGaAs DBS with barriers of thickness 92A and 78A (closest to the substrate). This asymmetry should promote the observation of single electron tunneling through the quantum dot in reverse bias 1"tiin" coledtor barrier), and-of single electron charging in forward bias ("thi-ck" collector barrier). Addiiionally, the bariers are me{ulgtion doped to ensure that electrons populate the quantum well at zero bias, i.e. ihe threshold bias of the lowest "normal" resonance is zero, and thus the 6lectrochemical potential of the electrons in the well.is nqrlV equal to that of the emitter and collector contacts close to ziro bias. For SET opitaiion, ttt" number of electrons can then be yatigd by applyilg a gate bias. Lastly, the contacts are propeily graded to maximize the "squeezing" effect in the vicinity of ttre UnS. The draih current-drain voitafie (I6IVfl, and the drain current--gate_voltage (I6-Vg) characteristics are measured respectively as a funciion of V!, and V4 at 300mK and 1.6K.
Main results:
i. The peak and valley current of the main resonances seen in the IO-VO characteristics are strongly reduced T Vg is made negative, as shown in figure 2 for a 0.4pm device at 1.6K. This demonstrates very effective ''sqdeezing" of the conducting channel. Concurrently, these resonances first shift towards zero bias, as the Fermi energy in the emitier is decreased, before moving to higher bias when "pinch-off" occurs.
ii. As illustrated in figure 3, additional features in the Id-Vd characteristics, such as low bias resonances (indicated by arrows), and a broad (=18mV) current plateau at the origin (Ve=-480mV), which can be effectively regulated.by applying a gate voltage, are particularly interestlng. Tlie former may be related to lletat size quantisation, while the l-atter is associate^d with Coirlomb bloc[ade. The total d6t.upu.itunr" is assessed to be 9aF (=971Q*9 when the current plateau is broadest. From this plateau, we also estimate that the-largest energy required to add one electron to the dot is 9meV, which should allow SEi operation up to 25K.
iii. Coulomb oscillations are clearly evident in the Id-Vg characteristics when V6 is set to be lmV or less as can be seen in figure 4. Starting from Vg=-lV, the q-uantum dot is empty until Vs has been increased to about -550mV. The two-prominent peats at a gatcvoltage close to -5-50mV un? -+OOpV (N=land N=2) colresporld respectivgly to the adiiition of thJfirst eleciron, followed by the second electron to the qY*ttT {o1. fi8ures-3 and 4 are closely {e_14e6. In particular, the current pliteau at the origin is widest Yh..| Vg is half way between the N=l and N=2 peakl. This suggests a strong two-electron iiteraction in the."squeezstd" dot, since the N=1 3n{N=orq-u_antised states are spin degenerate in the single particle excitation. The oscillatory behavior for Vg>-O.fSV is less distinct because ihe well is "squeezid" llss, i.e. the energy separation between the 0D stites becomes very small, and as the number of electrons in the dot is Sfeate-1than two, the electron-electron interaction en6rgy tends towards an "average" value which is lower than the two-electron interaction energy. 
